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Welcome to our unique and 
wonderful online catalogue of 2021.

★ Division 9 is excited to share their 
products with you.

★ A minimum of 10% of each student’s 
earnings will go to a local charity of their 
choice.

★ Orders will be taken Monday, June 7th - 
June 11th. Orders will be filled and ready 
for pick-up at school on Monday, June 
14th. 

★ Thank you for supporting these Young 
Entrepreneurs.
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Nic’s Cute Origami Dogs
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Product # 19

Description: My cute dogs come in a 

lot of colours they are about the size of 

a iPad mini.

Price: 2 for $5.00

Click here to 
see my ad



Product # 20

Description: Frame created 
from popsicle sticks with 
embroidered images in the 
middle 

Price: $3.50 each

Mia’s Exquisite Embroidery Frames
         



Rylie’s Cute Felt Pillows
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Product #  21

Description: Stuffed and 

Comfy with Designs

Price: $5.00



Stellan's Mind Blowing 
Catapults and Bracelets 
Product # 22

Description: Both come in various different colours

Bracelet Price: $1.50

Catapult Price: $3.50
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Lily’s Cool Dog Products 
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Product # 23

Description: A bag full of Dog treats, dog 

bags, Masks with dogs (available in different 

sizes for kids and adults)Stickers, pins.

Price: $5.00



Ewen’s Rad Rock Monsters
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Product #: 24

Description: Available  in: lime,

dark green, blue , pink, red , 

yellow, and orange. All with 

different designs.

Price: 1 for $2.00

               3 for$5.00

Click here to see video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/18xrolv37hMpDuDrNXhWn8VqdrsjUMGqV/preview


Emily’s Scented Candles
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Product #25

Description: Available in 

orange, lavender or 

peppermint

Price: $1.00 - $7.00



Sophia’s Super Slimes

Product # 26

Description: Super squishy, and 

comes with little charm add-ins!

Price: $3.00



Rowan’s Tic-Tac-Toe in a Bag

Product #27

Description: You can take it 

everywhere you go! 

Price: $3.00 each or 2 for $5.00
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Elliot’s Fun Pencil Jars
Product # 28

Description: these pencil holders are great to 

hold your pencils. NOT WATER PROOF

Price:  Emoji  jars $5.00

Limited addition Hydro dipped jars $7.00

Mystery bag $6.50 Hydro dipped pencils $.50



Anna’s Beautiful Bookmarks
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Product #: 29

Description: I will be selling bookmarks. You 

can get one with a flower or tree on it or you 

can get a multi-coloured one (which is purple 

and green). They are perfect for when you want 

to stop in the middle of a book.

Price: $2.00 



Kayan’s Bilaldi Chai 
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Product # 30

Description: Handcrafted 

Authentic Indian Chai 

Price: $1.50



Mason’s Octopuses

Product # 31

Description: It is fluffy on the 

head and a good friend for cats 

and dogs.  

Price: $2.50
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Natasha’s 
Tropical 
BottlesProduct #32

Description: Available in different themes like 

sunset, ocean, fruit and you can even create 

your own message in a bottle. 

Price: Ranging from $1.50-$3.00



Ben’s Best Bags
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Product #33

Description: Comes in many 

different colours and designs

Price: $10.00



Beckett’s Mythic 
Companions Pixel 
Art Keychains
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Product #34

Description: choose one of the 

designs and it will be made into a 

keychain on recycled jeans

Price: Small for $2.00, large for 

$3.00, or 3 (small) for $5.00

Click here to 
watch video 
about how to 

order

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RNygYaT_sef4gnwXnfJXCqGDbeK9FOc8/preview


Leo’s Explosive Bath Bombs
Product # 35

Description: Fun fizzy bath 

bombs in orange, peppermint, 

grapefruit, and lavender. 

Available in many colours.

Price: Medium $3.00

Large $3.50 19



Nova’s Funny Finger Puppets
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Product #36

Description: Felt finger 

puppets in lots of different 

sizes. Available in animals and 

monsters.

Price:  $3.00



Thanks for visiting!

Please come again...and again...and again.                            
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